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A Rangoli is an art form originated and used by people in India. Rangolis
are created on the floor or the ground using materials such as dry flour, 

coloured rice, coloured sand, pebbles, paints or salt or flower petals.
Rangolis are drawn at the entrance o f a house. Rangoli decoration has a

purpose as it is used to enlighten or to welcome Hindu Gods to the household.
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. Are you ready to create your own patterns from dots and lines?
. How many patterns can you make by joining lines or dots?

. Use coloured paper or plastic mirrors to create patterns
. Look what would happen if you start with a dot in the centre of the paper and

build on that by placing coloured dots around in your desired shape
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Create Your Own Design

Dot Pattern Line Pattern Floral Pattern Lines and Dots



This can be done individually, with the focus being on how to
use dots creatively, for instance. Or just lines.
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Whole class adaptations

This can be a 3-D exercise with pupils using rice, pasta, dried
peas or any other cheap and plentiful material. They can be
glued onto paper or card and then painted.

This could also be done as a large, whole class structure. Small
groups are given sections of the circle that emanates out from a
central marker. They are they combined when completed to
form a huge wall-hanging or floor design.
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Whilst this is mainly an Art and Design exercise, there are clear
opportunities to use this as a way of studying holy symbols and
paintings from a variety of faiths.

a

Links to Wider Curriculum

The idea of an ever-increasing circle could be a fascinating way
of examining how one person’s actions or decisions can cause
ripples that continue to radiate outwards. This could apply to
political decisions, songs being released, an act of
aggression/peace, or how the planting of a seed can lead to a
forest. 
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